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Oil and Gas

Clay Control

Never Settle.
Regardless of what your project needs are, our
team at Envirotx can fully customize a solution for
you. That is just one way Envirotx stands out from
the rest. We make sure our products and services
work right the ﬁrst time.

Dust Control

Products

IntegriFluid M
IntegriFluid Max 5
IntegriFluid Max 10

IntegriBlend M
IntegriBlend 80/20 & 70/30 CS

Cementing Salts
Tailored for You

Create Safe
Environment
s

Naturally Derived

Available
Our line of high-performance and
all-natural ﬂuids are ideal for
preventing clay swelling and ﬁnes
migration. We have solutions that
are specifically designed to prevent the hydration of “reactive”
clays, resulting in improved production and lowered project
expenses.

In addition to our clay control
solutions, we offer a unique and
customizable line of dust control
products, heavy brines, and
cementing salts for your oil and
gas services needs.
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Clay Control Fluids
IntegriFluids
Make sure you're maximizing your productivity and preventing cost increases with Envirtox
IntegriFluids clay control ﬂuids. Migrating ﬁnes and the swelling of clay is costly. Our product prevents
Clay Swelling and Fines Migration by exchanging cations in clay and shale to reduce their susceptibility
to absorb and react with water. Our highly effective clay control is for use in fracturing and other well
interventions. Compatible with all known kill, acidizing, and fracturing additives.
Available for: Totes, Truckloads, Rail Car Quantities

Physical Properties
Speciﬁc Gravity : 1.30 ± 0.02
Boiling Point: 107.22°C

Density : 10.85 (lbs/gal) ± 0.25
Hazardous : N/A

Color : Colorless to Amber
Freezing Point : -18.33°C
pH : 7 - 9

IntegriFluids Max 5 and Max 10
The IntegriFluids Max line of clay control ﬂuids are engineered ﬂuids designed for superior clay control
targeted at preventing both ﬁnes migration and hydration of reactive clays (swelling). The IntegriFluids
Max line has all-natural, dual functional biopolymers that both encapsulate and interact with reservoir
colloids, allowing for the optimization of completion ﬂuids by combating two issues with one product.
IntegriFluids Max 5 and IntegriFluids Max 10 are unique functionalized ﬂuids that are speciﬁcally
designed to control clay swelling and ﬁnes migration. The electronically optimized substituents
engineered on our biopolymer backbone electronically interacts with clays, anchoring the molecule for
the encapsulation process. The IntegriFluids Max line is proven to be a top performer at low
treatment concentrations.
Available for: Totes, Truckloads, Rail Car Quantities.

Features
•

Improves production by reducing permeability.

•

Pr events clay swelling and ﬁnes migration.

•

Minimize well bore damage and maximize

•

Rapid capillary suction time and rapid clay inhibition.

production efficiency
DISCLAIMER: While the information and data contained herein are presented in good faith and believed to be reliable, nothing herein shall be deemed to constitute a warranty,
express or implied, that the information or data isreliable, accurate, or complete or that the products described herein are merchantable or fit for a particular purpose or that said
information, data, or products can be used without infringing the intellectual property rights of third parties. Individuals who receive the products or the information or data
relating to the products described herein, must use their own judgment in determining fitness for a particular purpose. Unless otherwise stated, the information or
data contained herein relates to the products when not used in conjunction with any other products or materials. Envirotx Corporation and its affiliates disclaim all express and
implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. Envirotx Corporation shall not be liable for any loss or damage that may occur
from the use of the products described herein, including the use of the products in conjunction with other products or materials, or reliance on the data or information
described herein.

ENVIROTX.COM | 1-512-779-4055
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Clay Control Fluids
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These are compiled CST results from multiple Envirotx clay control products compared to multiple
percentag-es of KCl. The ﬂuids were evaluated using samples from the Wolfcamp shale formation in Texas.
CST results indicate IntegriFluids Max 10 is the strongest performer at reducing CST when compared to
the standard percentages of KCl. IntegriFluids Max 5 was the second strongest performer in this regard.
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Confidential:

The information contained herein is based on data considered accurate with representative samples. However, no warranty is expressed or implied
regarding the accuracy of this data or the results to be obtained from the use thereof. The above data does not imply speciications for this product. Envirotx Corporation assumes
no responsi-bility for personal injury or property damage to vendees, users or third parties, caused by the material. Such vendees or users assume all risks associated with
the use of the material. Consult the Material Safety Data Sheet before using this product.

ENVIROTX.COM | 1-512-779-4055
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Road Stabilization Solutions

Ideal for Leased Roads and Pad Sites
IntegriBlend M

IntegriBlend M is created through a three year process, beginning with ponds ﬂooded with water from
the Great Salt Lake. The water is then evaporated using solar power to harvest salt and potash. The
magnesium chloride left after the evaporation is then pumped under the lake in an open trench and
stored until use. From reduced aggregate replacement to lower maintenance costs to greater dust
control, IntegriBlend M treats your roads better. And that means your roads will start treating your
budget better too.
Available for: Totes, Truckloads, Rail Car Quantities.

IntegriBlend 70/30 CS and 80/20 CS
Blends of IntegriBlend liquid magnesium chloride and complex sugars. These blends are all-natural,
environmentally friendly solutions for road stabilization and dust control. They are also eco-friendly and
budget smart. Studies show that entities using IntegriBlend 80/20 CS or 70/30 CS as part of their gravel
road maintenance program can cut up to 60% of their gravel replacement and blading costs.
Available for: Totes, Truckloads, Rail Car Quantities

Envirotx also offers a wide selection of solar, trace, and mined salts. Intended for
use as a weighting agent in drilling ﬂuids, and in workover and completion ﬂuids.
Drilling ﬂuids, when fully saturated with salt, will not be absorbed into or
dissolve underground salt deposits during drilling.
DISCLAIMER: While the information and data contained herein are presented in good faith and believed to be reliable, nothing herein shall be deemed to constitute a warranty,
express or implied, that the information or data isreliable, accurate, or complete or that the products described herein are merchantable or fit for a particular purpose or that said
information, data, or products can be used without infringing the intellectual property rights of third parties. Individuals who receive the products or the information or data
relating to the products described herein, must use their own judgment in determining fitness for a particular purpose. Unless otherwise stated, the information or
data contained herein relates to the products when not used in conjunction with any other products or materials. Envirotx Corporation and its affiliates disclaim all express and
implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. Envirotx Corporation shall not be liable for any loss or damage that may occur
from the use of the products described herein, including the use of the products in conjunction with other products or materials, or reliance on the data or information
described herein.

Request more product info in person, online, or by phone.
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Quality
Since 1964
Honesty | Integrity | Commitment
Our Envirotx family is dedicated to
creating and distributing the best
and most natural products they
possibly can. Because we all know
mother nature knows best, we only
provide you with liquid and granular
products that meet our high standards.
We won’t settle for anything less, and
neither should our
customers.
Every product we offer is always created
carefully and with you in mind. We are
dedicated to providing you with a fully
customizable line of products that we can
tailor to your oil and gas needs. Envirotx
strives to provide you with the most
natural products available, in order to
prevent any form of contamination from
happening.
If you’re not entirely sure which product
would be the best for your needs, don’t
hesitate to contact us by phone, in
person, or online through email and
social media. We will be happy to help
you in any way we possibly can.

American
Made
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In search of more?

From Animal Nutrition to Deicing Treatments,
we have you covered.

Dust Control

Deicing

When it's dry and dusty, stretch your
maintenance dollars, reduce traffic
concerns, and increase health and
safety with our IntegriBlend Solutions.

From a light blanket of snow to
extreme blizzards, each storm has
unique challenges that require
unique solutions. From bulk sodium
or designer ice melt, we have a
solution for you.

Animal Nutrition

Concrete Treatment

Who better than mother nature to
provide your livestock with nutritional supplements. At Envirotx, we strive
to give you the purest form of the
supplements your animals need to
thrive and grow happily.

From parking lots to poolside, we
have you covered. Our line of
concrete treatments work from the
inside out, creating strong bonds
from internal chemical reactions
once they are applied.

Want to know more about these product lines?
Request catalogs or go online!
ENVIROTX.COM | 1-512-779-4055
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